World Language
Spanish
A Musical Tour Through Latin America

Live @ Your School

Havana Son

Assembly-style, 50 minutes,
200 students max.; can book
multiple performances to
accommodate the entire grade
level

Playing the salsa, meringue, son, cha cha and boleros, Havana Son
takes students through a musical tour of Latin American countries,
including Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Mexico, Colombia, Panama
and Puerto Rico. Students join in by clapping, singing, dancing and
even playing along as Havana Son moves through the musical traditions of each country. The duo adds context to its musical performance by helping students identify each country on a map, teaching
about its size and population and sharing new vocabulary words.

GSE: SS6H1; MSGM6.CN.1,
MSGM6.CN.2; ML1.PS6.CCC,
ML1.PS5.CU1

Virtual

Mapping Flamenco

Pre-recorded segments, self-paced;
optional live Q&A

Julie Galle Baggenstoss

GSE: SS6H1b; SS6G3a;
MADHS.CN.1a; MADHS.CN.2a,b;
ML1.PS5.CU1

Explore the music and culture of Latin American countries,
including rumba, Punto Cubano, and Argentinian tango, and find
out how ideas about the arts traveled the Columbian Exchange to
finally blend with the culture of Spain to create a large and lively
portion of Flamenco, across a history of international commerce,
wars of independence, and acts of solidarity. Kids dance and
create Flamenco rhythms during this assembly program that
always includes Spanish vocabulary words and can be presented
totally in Spanish upon request.

Live @ Your School
Workshop per class, 50 minutes; (30
students) multiple sessions can be
booked to serve all students — OR
—Assembly-style performance with
live dance, vocals and musician, 50
min., 200 students max., multiple
performance can booked to serve
entire grade level

Flamenco
Flamenco is an art form of dance, guitar, and song, with Arabic, Indian, European,
African, and Latin American influences. At its core, it is an improvised art form
that depends on interaction among those making the action happen, as well as
the witnesses who help create the excitement. Songs are sung in Spanish, as Flamenco developed in Andalucía. Lyrics portray daily life in Spain, and many times
reflect the history of the people who created and popularized the songs. This
trunk is designed to give your students an opportunity to learn how Flamenco
connects with geography, language, fashion, literature, and Spanish culture.

Mandarin
Virtual

Puppetry of Asia: Traveling the Silk Road
Damon Young
Enjoy an entertaining demonstration of music, stories, and
puppetry traditions of Asia. Join Mr. Damon and fidget the
squirrel on an adventure along THE SILK ROAD as we laugh and
learn about fascinating traditions of the East.

Pre-recorded, 40 minutes, available
for two weeks, with optional Q&A

Live @ Your School
Assembly-style, 50 minutes, 200
students max., can book multiple
performances to serve the entire grade

GSE: SS7G9, SS7G11, SS7G12,

Chinese Brush Painting Workshop
Tehwan Tso

GSE: SS7G12 ; VA7.CR.3a,b,c;
VA7.CN.1a,b,c; VA7.CN.3c;

Join Tehwan Tso as she takes your students step by step through the
process of Chinese Brush Painting. Students experience firsthand the
close relationship between the materials being used and their influence on the artistic forms and techniques. This six-thousand-year-old
tradition provides insight into the changing culture of China as artists

Escape Room in a Box- Chinese Edition
Turn your classroom into an escape room as your students
learn about China through a series of challenges.

Virtual
Pre-recorded segments, selfpaced, available for two weeks,
supplies will be send to your
school

Live @ Your School
Workshop per class, 50
minutes, supplies are provided

